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Put an end to Marketers' Insomnia for good! Plus buy that new car or book the holiday of your

dreams!.......All in only 2 minutes! Dear Frustrated Marketer, Imagine being able to get a good night's

sleep for the first time in ages. Or being able to tell your kids that, yes, you're all going to Disney Land this

month! Or finally buying outright the car you've had your eye on for quite a while now. Ah yes. The stuff

dreams are made of. How would you like to make those dreams a reality? In just 2 minutes? Seriously.

Throw out those sleeping pills, get your driving shoes out and pack the sun tan lotion! I'm about to hand

you the ultimate marketer's tool. Your profits will not only hit the roof, they'll break right through it! And

your emailing list? Well, have you ever seen a mile long list? First, though, let's take a look at marketing

itself. What makes not just good, but excellent marketing? Simple. The Two Ps. Personalisation and

Persistence. What exactly do I mean? Well, Imagine walking up a busy street. You can just about hear

yourself think. You slowly become aware of someone shouting 'Hey you!', a little way behind you. The

calling continues until finally, out of curiosity, you turn around to discover they actually meant you. Now

imagine walking up that same street. This time someone shouts your name. What do you do? Exactly.

Personalisation grabs attention. If someone calls your name, you immediately turn to find out why. If you

can attach this same reaction to your product, your family will be forever grateful. It takes a single

customer at least 7 visits to your web page before they decide to buy your product. If they don't remember

your page or your product, that's it, one less customer sale. What you need is persistence. You need to

gently and subtly remind them that your product is perfect for them. At least 7 times! So, Personalisation

and Persistence are the key elements of excellent marketing. How would you like to implement these two

key elements in just 2 minutes? 'Wait a minute, isn't this what I'm paying my copywriter a ridiculous

amount of money for?' Yes! And guess what? It's actually a ridiculous amount of WASTED money!

Copywriters, whilst doing their job to the best of their abilities and earning very handsomely for it, do not

address either of these key elements. It is extremely hard to personalise a sales letter that involves a

general audience. And copywriters have nothing to do with persisting with potential customers. Jahn's

Squeeze Page Form Generator solves the problem of miserable response rates, pitiful sales, loose
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change for profits and an emailing list of two or three! This ingenious yet simple little program harnesses

the power of The Two Ps with the end result of boosting your sales beyond recognition and collecting

literally thousands of opt-in email addresses. Jahn's Squeeze Page Form Generator creates

PERSONALISED copy by collecting information about your customer and using it throughout the course

of the sales letter. These personal snippets of information are used in such a way they are almost

undetectable to the reader! Once you have the customer's undivided attention, you are more likely to

succeed in persuading them that they absolutely NEED your product. The program also provides a

means to PERSIST with the sale by collecting opt-in email addresses. You can then put the figures of 7

visits before a sale behind you with personalised reminder emails! In only two minutes, you can have a

fully functional two page professional sales letter that will speak directly to the visitor and provide you with

the exact information you need to follow up the visit. But don't be fooled into thinking you can just go and

pay some computer whizz to make this kind of sales letter for you. For a start it would take a lot of time,

which, as you know, is money in the world of business. It would also COST you a lot of money as it is a

specialist and complicated job. Jahn's Squeeze Page Form Generator is unique. Its easy-to-use

step-by-step layout makes creating a professional and persuasive sales letter a breeze. Even if you can't

deal with emailing lists for the time being, no problem! Just collect the customer's name and incorporate

it, using the program, into page 2 of the sales letter for a hard-hitting sell! The only thing you need to

produce top-notch winning sales letters is your imagination: Play with different widths, colours, borders,

headers, fonts etc. Choose the text you want displayed on buttons and headers Set which download site

to direct your customers to once they decide to buy Enter your current Autoresponder program details to

run your opt-in email address collector automatically! Automatically collect personal information to grab

your visitor's attention without being invasive! Place collected personal details throughout your sales letter

to pinpoint individual traits, likes and dislikes and use them to close the sale, without having to figure out

the codes yourself! There is only so far you can get in the world of marketing by hiring a copywriter or

even writing your own sales letters. Take ten steps further than most marketers today with Jahn's

Squeeze Page Form Generator Personalise your words with specific individualised details dotted

throughout your copy to speak directly to your visitor and tell them, personally, why your product should

be theirs. Collect endless contact details to follow up on visits and promote new products. And achieve all

this in 2 minutes! Type in a few simple details, click a couple of buttons and post the resulting sales letter!



Then sit back with a cup of coffee in your hand and watch your sales hit levels you could only have

dreamed of! Holidays, new cars, and that ever-elusive necessity sleep will suddenly become much more

attainable than you ever thought possible! Order your own copy of Jahn's Squeeze Page Form Generator

program NOW and jump right ahead of your competition.
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